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Would You Pay $17 A Year To
Avoid Airport Security Lines?
By Rocky Mills, North Ranch Resident

I would. I did.

By now you’ve noticed that every once in a while your boarding
pass came with “TSA Pre ” printed on it. You soon discovered
that this allowed you to bypass the throng of travelers waiting
in the security line. And if that wasn’t enough, they didn’t make
you take off your shoes or your jacket or your belt. You didn’t
have to take out your bag of liquids or your laptop. What a joy!
How did you get so lucky as to have Pre printed on your boarding pass? The Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
wants you to experience Pre – that way you’ll know how great it
is and sign up. This random selection turns the act of printing out
a boarding pass into a pull of the slot machine: will Pre show
up? Unfortunately, my last few boarding passes came up without
the Pre and I vowed to not let that happen again.
The enrollment process was fairly painless. Don’t fill out any
form on line – that’s a waste of time (to say nothing of a potential security issue). Don’t schedule an appointment. Simply
visit your local enrollment center – you can find one close to you
at https://universalenroll.dhs.gov/locator?serviceCode=11115V.
For me, the closest was in Oxnard. Take your passport and a
credit card. The whole process took literally 5 minutes (OK, 10
– my wife did hers, too).
They said it could take up to 40 days to do the background checks
and clear us. Wrong. It took closer to 40 hours! Within a day
and a half, I had my KTN (Known Traveler Number) – that’s
what you need to include on your reservation to get the Pre .
Cost? $85 for five years. That’s $17 per year.
Not all airlines participate in Pre . Currently, the list includes:
Air Canada, Alaska, American, Delta, Hawaiian, JetBlue, Southwest, Sun Country, United, US Airways and Virgin America.
If you do a lot of international travel, you’ll prefer Global Entry.
It expedites processing through Customs upon arrival back in the
US, as well as providing all the benefits of Pre at US airports. It
uses a different enrollment process and costs $100 for five years.
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Stocks can be good*

*except in down markets

Of course – everyone knows that.
But if this is such common knowledge, how many investors (or
their advisors) have a plan that seeks to lower stock exposure
during down markets?
I have such a plan. Your exposure to stocks is adjusted as
market conditions dictate: Just data, no emotions. It’s a plan
designed for millionaires who don’t want to become thousandaires — financially successful folks like you who enjoy their
current lifestyle and want to keep it.
My family and I have been in the neighborhood for over 30 years.
My office has been at the corner of Westlake & Thousand Oaks
boulevards for ages — we’re just down the block.
Let’s talk. Let’s make sure you have a plan.
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